**Taj - Kumarakom Resort & Spa** has a 140 year old story to tell. The natural beauty of the area inspired English Missionary Henry Baker, to build a charming colonial bungalow in the late 19th century. Often called the little jewel of Kumarakom, it still maintains the beauty of its rustic surroundings on the banks of Vembanad Lake. Explore the garden retreat where guests have been very successful at doing absolutely nothing. Now there's a nice new buzz all over. In the renewed heritage rooms, charming cottages and luxury villas. In the nouvelle restaurant, the refurbished bar, and the spa where you'll go Ah! The Chef remains as eager to wow you with specially designed meals.

Soak in the space that spreads over acres of style. Drive in enjoying backseat surprises (we're not revealing here). The short drive from the airport and the railway station will be a breeze for sure, by Taj delight moments all the way.

Feel the Taj vibe as you find little surprises delighting you all the way during your stay. Where fun lovers come again and again for a fun retreat. The resort is 95 kms (2 Hours) from Cochin airport and 17 km (30 mins) from Kottayam railway station. It is a comfortable 5 hrs drive from Trivandrum airport.
HIGHLIGHTS

ACCOMODATION

- Heritage Rooms
- Premium Cottage Lagoon View
- Luxury Villa Lotus Garden View Room
- Grand Luxury Private Plunge Pool Villa

DINNING

- VEMABANDU BISTRO
- CURRYMEEN
- EASY

EXPERIENCES

- JIVA SPA & AYURVEDA CENTRE
- FITNESS CENTRE
- SUNSET CRUISE ON THE VEMBANAD LAKE
- CHAYAKADA - LOCAL TEA SHOP
- DIYA LIGHTING
- TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PERFORMANCE
- PRIVATE DINING BY VEMBANADA LAKE

OTHER ACTIVITIES

- Swimming pool
- Pedal boats & Row boating in the lagoon
- Zip Line
- Village Tour in Bycycle
- Kayaking
- Archery
- Bamboo rafting
- Art of Pottery making & clay modeling
- Fishing
- Butterfly garden
- Bicycle rides
- Badminton, Table tennis,
- Fish feeding
- Cookery demonstration by Executive Chef
- Back water cruise in house boat (Day Cruise & Overnight Cruise)
- Speed boats
Heritage rooms

Spacious rooms (one bedroom) located in the 140 year-old baker bungalow and Vajpayee Block. These rooms are extremely spacious with colonial architecture, high ceilings and parquet flooring. A long common balcony offers a beautiful view of the lagoon.

Premium Cottage Lagoon view Rooms

Charming and spacious, the rooms (one bedroom) are housed in blocks of 2 unit cottages. A sit out overlooks the landscaped gardens and the lagoon. The large bathroom creating an ambience of an outdoor shower.
Luxury Villa Lotus Garden View Room

Designed to offer the utmost in privacy, these villas perfectly blend Edwardian and Kerala decor with private sit-outs amid lush greenery, and the exhilarating experience of open-air garden showers. These spacious rooms are equipped with large glass doors that open to a verandah, overlooking a tranquil lily pond. A charming open-air bathroom with a tropical bath garden adds an exotic touch.

Grand Luxury Private Plunge pool Villa

Designed to offer the utmost in privacy, these villas perfectly blend Edwardian and Kerala decor. Featuring a large room (one bedroom) with a combined living, dining and bedroom area overlooking the lagoon. The rooms are equipped with large glass doors that open to a verandah, offering a view of the Vembanad Lake. A charming open-air bathroom with a tropical bath garden adds an exotic touch.
• **VEMABANDU BISTRO**

IT’S OPEN. FOR THE OPEN MINDED.

Find the choice of dishes on the menu limited, our chef will be delighted to rustle up a dish of your choice, the way you like it, diet and wellness if required, fun food for kids or any other dish that comes to your mind.

For a fairy tale dinner setting, watch the lagoon come alive with the gentle flames of a thousand oil lamps. Lovingly lit by the local village ladies at dusk. The moment is magical.

Explore the feeling with a long stemmed glass. And you'll see what the God of small things is all about. This is truly a treat for the senses.

Cuisine types: All-day dining multi cuisine

**CURRymeen**

FROM DAWN TO MAGICAL DUSK.

Chef and the masters who succeed him elevate Kerala cuisine & seafood specialties to fine dining here.

Hit that hunger spot or quench that thirst with coolers and a friendly menu that delights.


Cuisine types: See food Specialty restaurant

**BAKERS BAR**

GO EASY.

Unwind. Chill out. Beer & Wine, Then watch the night warm up at Easy, the lounge bar at Taj Kumarakom. Discover Old and New World wines, Our wine menu is arranged according to the type of grape used and the region to which the wine belongs, so you can arrange the kind of tasting you want for the evening. Explore an evening in the classic vineyards by going on an insightful audio visual trip. All while candle lit alcoves add to the character of the wine cellar in the inner lounge room.
JIVA SPA

Open through the day (7Am to 7Pm), the fitness center at Taj - Kumarakom, will keep you fit and healthy.

FITNESS CENTRE

SUNSET CRUISE
A Diya, is an oil lamp used in India and Nepal, usually made from clay, with a cotton wick dipped in ghee or oils. Clay diyas are often used temporarily as lighting for special occasions, while diyas made of brass are permanent fixtures in homes and temples. Diyas are native to India and Nepal often used in Hindu, Sikh, Jain and Zoroastrian religious festivals such as Diwali or the Kushti ceremony. A similar lamp called a butter lamp is used in Tibetan Buddhist offerings as well. Diyas, also known as deepam in Tamil Nadu, can be lighted, especially during the Karthikai Deepa
Festivals in Kerala showcase religious traditions of the state, each having a remarkable significance. The festivals enable the local people and those coming from different parts of the country to participate in them, offering an amazing opportunity to socialize and represent their traditional art forms that are a crucial part of the uniqueness of the state. The conventional rituals of the festivals are followed and the streets of the state are filled with vibrant dance and music performances. It is the perfect time to experience the true culture and uniqueness of the